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Abstract: PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) are a type of non-coding RNAs that interact

with PIWI proteins, which are members of the argonaute family. Originally described in the

germline, piRNAs are also expressed in human somatic cells in a tissue-specific manner.

piRNAs are involved in spermatogenesis, germ stem-cell maintenance, silencing of transpo-

son, epigenetic and genomic regulation and rearrangement. A large number of studies have

demonstrated that expression of piRNAs is involved in many kinds of disease, including

cancer. Abnormal expression of piRNAs is emerging as a critical player in cancer cell

proliferation, apoptosis, invasion, and migration in vitro and in vivo. Functionally, piRNAs

maintain genomic integrity by repressing the mobilization of transposable elements, and

regulate the expression of downstream target genes via transcriptional or post-transcriptional

mechanisms. Furthermore, altered expression of piRNAs in cancer is linked to clinical

outcome, highlighting the important role that they may play as novel diagnostic and prog-

nostic biomarkers, and as therapeutic targets for cancer therapy. In this review, we focus on

the biogenesis and the functional roles of piRNAs in cancers, discuss emerging insights into

the roles of piRNAs in the occurrence, progression, and treatment of cancers, reveal various

mechanisms underlying piRNAs-mediated gene regulation, and highlight their potential

clinical utilities as biomarkers as well as potential targets for cancer treatment.
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Introduction
Among human genes, 70% comprise the actively transcribed genome, less than 3%

are protein-coding genes, and most of them are non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs).1–3

The discovery of ncRNAs provides us with a brand new way of understanding gene

expression and regulation. Unlike messenger RNA (mRNA), ncRNA functions

either in the nucleus by binding to DNA to contribute to gene silencing, or in the

cytoplasm by regulating mRNA to affect protein expression. The machinery of

coding RNAs and ncRNAs works together to guarantee overall homeostasis. There

are two kinds of ncRNA, with different functions, namely regulatory ncRNAs and

housekeeper ncRNAs. Regulatory ncRNAs can be further divided into long non-

coding RNAs (lncRNAs) and small non-coding RNAs (sncRNAs) according to

transcript size. PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), microRNAs (miRNAs), small

interfering RNAs (siRNAs), and small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) are well-known

types of sncRNA.4–10

PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), a class of sncRNA molecules with the size

of 24–32 nucleotides, are associated with the PIWI proteins, which are a subfamily

of argonaute proteins.11,12 More than 30,000 piRNAs have been discovered within
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the eukaryotic genome, including the human genome.13,14

piRNAs were considered to be the “dark matter” of

ncRNAs in the past decade. However, more recent evi-

dence has shown their biological and clinical potential as

emerging studies demonstrate that aberrant expression of

piRNAs is a unique characteristic in several diseases,

including cancers.15–17 It has been found that piRNAs

can distinguish tumor from non-tumor, and are involved

in cancer cell proliferation, apoptosis, invasion, and migra-

tion both in vitro and in vivo.17–22 Furthermore, the altered

expression of piRNAs is strongly associated with clinical

outcome, highlighting their important role in cancer.

piRNAs may serve as novel diagnostic and prognostic

biomarkers, and as effective targets for cancer therapy.17–

22 piRNAs could repress the mobilization of transposable

elements (TEs) and regulate the expression of downstream

target genes to maintain genomic integrity via transcrip-

tional or post-transcriptional mechanisms. Moreover, an

increasing amount of evidence has shown that piRNAs

have either oncogenic or tumor-suppressive properties in

cancer.17,23 However, the underlying tumorigenic func-

tions and potential clinical value of piRNAs remain elu-

sive and require further elucidation. In this review, we

focus on the biogenesis of piRNAs and the emerging

functional role of piRNAs in a variety of cancers, and

discuss potential diagnostic and prognostic utilities of

piRNAs in cancer.

Discovery of piRNAs
First discovered in 2006, four groups independently

identified this important class of small RNAs from

mouse male germ cells.24,25 With the help of techniques,

such as immunoprecipitation and northern blot methods,

piRNAs were also detected in human ovaries and

testes.26 Several features of piRNAs in mice and humans

have been reported. They: 1) are mainly present in germ

cells; 2) are expressed in a regulated manner; 3) map to

the genome via clusters; 4) show a strong tendency for

uridine (U) at the 5′ end; 5) have both sense and anti-

sense directions; 6) are missing stem loop structures; 7)

have 5′-phosphate and 3′-OH groups; 8) Dicer biogen-

esis is independent of piRNAs; and 9) interact with

PIWI proteins. They are one of the most abundantly

expressed small RNAs, with every human spermatid

containing approximately 1 million piRNAs. In the

mouse, the PIWI proteins are expressed temporally dur-

ing spermatogenesis, indicating a time-dependent expres-

sion for piRNAs.

There are three groups of piRNAs, namely lncRNA-

derived, mRNA-derived, and transposon-derived

piRNAs.27,28 The entire lncRNA transcript is the typical

source of lncRNA-derived piRNAs. mRNA-derived

piRNAs originate from the 3ʹ-untranslated regions

(UTRs) of mRNAs and are sense to the mRNA from

which they are processed. The transposon-derived

piRNAs come from two genomic strands and produce

both sense and antisense piRNAs.27,28 Among these three

piRNAs, only the function of transposon-derived piRNAs

has been relatively well studied. In humans, a few piRNAs

are mapped to the TE, while most of them are mapped to

the intergenic regions, indicating that regulation of trans-

posons may not be the primary function of piRNAs. One

study29 profiled the piRNAs from human adult testis and

found that both lncRNAs and the genic regions of protein-

coding genes could be sources of piRNAs in humans. The

latter include the coding regions, 3′-UTRs and 5′-UTRs,

while 3′-UTRs are the enriched origin of piRNAs. The

levels of piRNAs were not strongly associated with the

expression of the corresponding host genes, implying an

additional mechanism for piRNA generation from protein-

coding genes. Other studies found that transfer RNAs

(tRNAs) and snoRNAs may be sources of piRNAs, as

some piRNA genes existed within the boundaries of

snoRNAs and tRNAs.30–32

Biogenesis of piRNAs
The biogenesis pathway of piRNAs is derived from the

Drosophila pathway. The biogenesis of piRNAs is asso-

ciated with silencing of target genes and requires three

PIWI proteins, namely PIWI, Argonaute-3 (AGO3), and

Aubergine (Aub). PIWI proteins are mainly located in the

nuclei of somatic cells and germ cells,33 while AGO3 and

AUB are observed in the cytoplasm of germ cells.34 AGO3

has an preference for an adenine (A) at the 10th sequence

position, mapping sense to transposons, whereas AUB and

PIWI prefer sequences with a 5′-U bias, mapping antisense

to transposons.34 Unlike miRNAs, the biogenesis of piRNAs

requires neither a double-stranded precursor nor the Dicer

enzyme.35,36 In addition, piRNAs have not shown an overlap

or any phasing within a cluster sequence.37 However, the

precursors of piRNAs and other sncRNAs need more post-

transcriptional processing to become mature sncRNAs.

There are two distinct cytoplasmic synthesis pathways for

the putative precursors to become fully mature, one of which

is known as the “ping-pong” amplification pathway.27,28 The

primary piRNAs are defined by the endonuclease Zucchini
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(Zuc), which was observed in germ and somatic cells, while

biogenesis of secondary piRNAs was found in germ cells

depending upon piRNA-guided reciprocal cleavage of sense

and antisense transcripts, which resulted in piRNA amplifi-

cation (ping-pong cycle).38 This is crucial for maintaining

the levels of piRNAs and silencing of target genes.

In the nucleus, primary transcripts of piRNAs are first

cleaved by Zuc, a riboendonuclease enzyme, generating

a 5ʹ-phosphate residue. Then, the 3ʹ fragment of the tran-

scripts is incorporated with PIWI and a 3ʹ to 5ʹ-

exonuclease trims the transcripts to their final length. The

2ʹ-hydroxy group at the 3ʹ end is methylated by Hen1. The

5ʹ-end residue of the piRNAs incorporated with PIWI

shows a strong bias for U residues. After being exported

into the cytoplasmic production centers, the cluster tran-

scripts are processed into smaller sequences and reach

their partners to form piRNA–PIWI complexes.39 Then,

the complexes migrate to the nucleus again and block the

transcription of the target gene. Thus, piRNAs are tran-

scriptional regulators that act mainly on TE sequences by

recruiting histone methyltransferases.37,40 The process of

piRNA biogenesis suggests that the size of mature piRNAs

is a consequence of loading of piRNA intermediates into

PIWI,34,41 followed by trimming through an unknown

exonuclease or 3ʹ-end formation by Zuc.42,43 The primary

mechanism of piRNA synthesis is shown in Figure 1.

The ping-pong amplification loop of
piRNAs
Discovered in Drosophila, the ping-pong cycle serves the

purposes of generating piRNAs and silencing transposons in

the cytoplasm.15 Differently from the primary synthesis of

joining with PIWI to form piRNA–PIWI complexes, the

generation of piRNAs is associated with AGO3 or AUB in

this procedure. In this cycle, piRNAs form piRNA–AGO3

or piRNA–AUB complexes which provide substrate to each

other.44 Ping-pong features have been identified in

Drosophila melanogaster, zebra fish, and sponges, but not

in mice, indicating that the ping-pong cycle exists in the

early stages of evolution.26,45 When piRNAs bind to AGO3,

AUB, or PIWI, prominent orientation biases are

observed.34,46 In this cycle, AUB-bound piRNAs showed

a 5ʹ bias for U, whereas AGO3-bound piRNAs featured an

A at position 10 (10A bias). In fly germ cells, AUB asso-

ciated with a primary piRNA detects and cuts active
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Figure 1 The primary synthesis mechanism of piRNAs. The primary synthesis of piRNAs occurs in the nucleus and cytoplasm. (A) The antisense transcription and sense

transcription are transcribed from piRNA clusters in the nucleus. (B) Antisense transcription is transported to the cytoplasm. (C) The primary transcript is first cleaved by

Zuc. (D) The 5ʹ-fragment is incorporated in PIWI proteins and shows a preference for uridine (U). (E) An exonuclease trims the piRNA–PIWI to its final length and the

enzyme Hen1 methylates the 2ʹ-hydroxy group at the 3ʹ end. (F) The piRNA–PIWI complexes migrate back to the nucleus. (G) With the help of MTase and HDAC, piRNA–

PIWI complexes in the nucleus carry out their transposon active activity. (H) piRNA–PIWI complexes in the cytoplasm enter the ping-pong cycle. (I) The sense transcription
in the nucleus is transported to the cytoplasm and enters the ping-pong cycle.

Abbreviations: piRNA, PIWI-interacting RNA; Zuc, Zucchini.
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transposon transcripts through its slicer activity. These clea-

vage events produce the 5ʹ ends of new piRNAs that are in

sense orientation to transposons. Then AGO3–piRNA com-

plexes recognize and cleave cluster transcripts to generate

antisense piRNAs after the procedure of loading into AGO3

and maturation through trimming or Zuc.42,43 These phased

piRNAs associated with AGO3 or AUB allow target adapta-

tion through sequence diversification.47,48 Studies of PIWI

and catalytic inactivation found in various species confirmed

the general framework of ping-pong amplification.49,50

A summary of the ping-pong amplification loop of

piRNAs is shown in Figure 2.

Mechanisms of action of piRNAs
With the diverse functions of piRNAs, this class of ncRNAs

can be classified as master regulators of gene expression.

There are several mechanisms underlying piRNA-mediated

gene regulation. First, epigenetic mechanisms include DNA

methylation and histone modifications. piRNAs play an

important role in epigenetic control.51 piRNAs may silence

transposons through epigenetic mechanisms to regulate

gene expression.52 PIWI is guided by the piRNA to the

genomic region, where the piRNA shares complementari-

ties, and this helps in recruiting factors necessary for

imparting methylation or acetylation, which are essential

for transcriptional regulation of gene expression.15 One

example of this mode of gene regulation is the silencing

of killer immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIRs).53 The

piRNA–PIWI complex can bind to the promoter region

and favors recruitment of methylation factors, enabling

transcriptional silencing of KIRs. Second, piRNAs also

regulate gene expression at the post-transcriptional level

via alternative splicing or controlling mRNA stability, and

RNA endonucleolytic cleavage or interaction with

RNAs.54,55 In general, piRNAs target the transposon

sequences found in the 3′-UTRs or 5′-UTRs of mRNAs,

and piRNAs derived from pseudogenes and antisense tran-

scripts also target the mRNA of the corresponding endo-

genous gene, resulting in mRNA deadenylation or

degradation.15,56–58 Several studies have confirmed the

relationship between piRNAs and their target

mRNAs.56,59–61 However, it is still unclear whether the

piRNAs have any seed sequences that determine the com-

plementary binding to the target mRNA. Last but not least,
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Figure 2 Ping-pong amplification loop of piRNAs. In the secondary pathway, piRNAs form piRNA–AGO3 or piRNA–AUB complexes provide substrate for each other. (A)

AGO3 associates with a sense piRNA to produce piRNA intermediates with 5ʹU, which are loaded into AUB with the help of Spn-E and QIN. (B) piRNA intermediate

cleaved by Zuc or trimming results in 3ʹ-end formation of AUB–piRNAs in the process of maturation of piRNAs. (C) The enzyme Hen1 mediates the methylation of the 3ʹ
end of the AUB–piRNAs. (D) Mature piRNA–AUB complexes undergo sDMA modifications. (E) sDMA-piRNA–AUB is recruited by Krimper, which also interacts with

unloaded AGO3. (F) Subsequent to piRNA–AUB-dependent detection and slicing of transposon RNAs, the 3ʹ-cleavage product is loaded into AGO3 with the help of Vasa.

(G) piRNA–AGO3 complexes reach their final length through trimming or Zuc. (H) Hen1 mediates the methylation of the 3ʹ end of the AGO-bound piRNAs. (I) Mature

piRNA–AGO3 complexes undergo sDMA modifications. (J) piRNA–AGO3 complexes cleave cluster transcripts to start another cycle.

Abbreviations: AGO3, Argonaute-3; AUB, Aubergine; piRNA, PIWI-interacting RNA; sDMA, symmetric dimethyl-arginine; Spn-E, spindle-E; 5′U, 5′-uridine; Zuc, Zucchini.
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piRNAs/piRNA-L have a potential role in regulating gene

expression at the translational or post-translational level by

directly binding the coding protein in physiological and

pathophysiological conditions.62

piRNAs in cancer
piRNAs have both oncogenic and tumor-suppressive func-

tions in cancer development. Unlike miRNAs, piRNAs are

often not complementary to the mRNA of target genes,

suggesting that piRNAs play an epigenetic regulatory role

in controlling biological functions, including cancer.63,64

Epigenetic alterations, such as DNA hypomethylation and

histone hypoacetylation, result in tumor suppressor silen-

cing and oncogenic activation.65–67 In normal cells,

a limited set of genes is epigenetically regulated by

piRNAs,19,68 allowing the definition of unique tissue sig-

natures based on the profile of piRNAs expressed in given

tissues. A study showed that piRNA expression differs

significantly across human somatic tissues.69 Variable

degrees of heterogeneity in expression patterns are

observed in different kinds of tissues. Only a few

piRNAs are consistently expressed in both tumor and

normal tissues, despite the fact that most of them are

encoded in the human genome.69 It has been reported

that aberrant expression of piRNAs is a potential cancer-

specific signature and can be correlated with clinical fea-

tures in malignant tissues, indicating an important role for

piRNAs in several types of cancers.16 One study69 ana-

lyzed more than 6,000 human piRNA transcriptomes and

discovered that there were 522 and 273 piRNAs expressed

in malignant and tumor-adjacent tissues, respectively.

A large body of evidence shows that piRNAs are asso-

ciated with cancer cell proliferation, differentiation, pro-

gression, and metastasis, which could be considered as

potential prognostic and diagnostic biomarkers during can-

cer development. Here, we discuss emerging insights into

the roles of piRNAs in several cancers, then describe

findings and mechanisms underlying piRNA-mediated

gene regulation, and finally point out the potential clinical

significance of piRNAs in the management of cancer

patients. A summary of the function of piRNAs in differ-

ent cancer types is shown in Figure 3.

piRNAs in breast cancer
Breast cancer is the most common cancer and the main cause

of cancer-related death in women. Aberrant expression of

piRNAs is observed in breast cancer and is associated with

breast cancer cell proliferation and metastasis, indicating that

piRNAs play an important role and are potential biomarkers

and therapeutic targets in breast cancer. Evidence also sup-

ports the involvement of piRNAs in tumorigenesis via

a piRNA-mediated epigenetic mechanism. The highly

expressed piR-651 was observed in breast cancer cells.70

A study using deep sequencing to screen out expressed levels

of piRNAs in breast cancer and matched non-cancer tissues

found that piRNAs, such as piR-20365, piR-20485, piR-

20582, and piR-4987, were upregulated in breast cancer

tissues, and increased expression of piR-4987 was associated

with positive lymph nodes.71 The piRNA biogenesis and

effector pathway are present in human breast cancer cells.

More than 100 piRNAs were identified to be aberrantly

expressed in breast cancer tissues and cells by analyzing

small RNA-Seq data, and among them eight piRNAs showed

a specific expression pattern in breast cancer target key path-

ways, suggesting a transcriptional and post-transcriptional

regulatory role of piRNAs in cancer.60 Moreover, several

studies also found that piRNAs are associated with cell

proliferation and metastasis, and with clinical features in

patients with breast cancers, indicating that piRNAs may

act as biomarkers and therapeutic targets in breast cancer.

Another report observed that piR-35127, piR-46545, and

piR-52200 could regulate the proliferation of breast cancer

cells.72 One report unveiled eight piRNAs as novel indepen-

dent prognostic markers which were associated with overall

survival (OS) by The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) data

sets.73 In determining the effects of hormones on piRNA

expression in cancer, one study found that the expressions

of piR-651 and piR-823 were increased in breast cancer cells

after hormone treatment.74 The increased expressions of piR-

651 and piR-823 during gonadal development and in cancer

may be associated with increased hormone levels and the

microenvironment of the cancer.74 In exploring the mechan-

isms of piRNAs on breast cancer, one of the piRNAs, called

piR-932, was highly expressed in breast cancer cells and

formed immune complexes through immunoprecipitation

with PIWIL2. The combination of piR-932 and PIWIL2

may be a positive regulator in the differentiation of breast

cancer stem cells through promoting the methylation of

Latexin, a potential putative tumor suppressor and

a negative stem cell regulatory gene.75

piRNAs are also believed to play an important role in gene

regulation through sequence-specific histone modification and

DNA methylation. Genotypic screening of a panel of single-

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-containing piRNAs found

a significant association between SNP rs1326306 G>T in

piR-021285 and an increased likelihood of breast cancer.
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Significant methylation differences were observed at a number

of experimentally implicated breast cancer-related genes, and

piR-021285 was found to be involved in the regulation of the

methylation of the proinvasive Rho GTPase activating pro-

tein-11A (ARHGAP11A) gene. This was the first evidence

supporting a role for piRNAs in tumorigenesis via a piRNA-

mediated epigenetic mechanism.76 A study showed that piR-

021285 containing rs1326306 SNP in breast cancer cells

reduced methylation at a CpG site within the 5′-UTR/first

exon of the ARHGAP11A gene, resulting in augmented migra-

tion capability compared to the controls. Furthermore, pi-sno

75, a piRNA located in the intronic regions of the growth

arrest specific-5 (GAS5) gene, increased the transcription of

a pro-apoptotic protein, named tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-

related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL), through H3K27

demethylation andH3K4methylation, and consequently led to

the inhibition of breast cancer growth.77 The relationship

between piR-36026 and two tumor suppressors, lecithin reti-

nol acyltransferase (LRAT) and serpin family A member-1

(SERPINA1), was also reported, and SERPINA1 and LRAT,

the two endogenous piR-36026 target genes, were visualized

to interact directly with piR-36026 in MCF7 cells using a piR-

36026 molecular beacon assay. Endogenous piR-36026, com-

bined with SERPINA1 and LRAT, could promote cancer

progression in MCF7 cells.78 Glycerol-3-phosphate acyltrans-

ferase-2 (GPAT2), a member of the testicular cancer gene

family, has also been found to be involved in piRNA biogen-

esis in germline stem cells. Silencing of GPAT2 quantitatively

and qualitatively regulated the population of piRNAs, result-

ing in a more differentiated cancer cell phenotype.79 One

report showed that the expression of piR-36712 was signifi-

cantly lower in breast cancer than that in normal breast tissues.

Functional studies found that piR-36712 inhibited expression

of SEPW1, a selenium-containing protein, through competi-

tion of SEPW1 mRNAwith SEPW1P, a retroprocessed pseu-

dogene of SEPW1, RNA for miRNA-7 and miRNA-324.

Furthermore, increased piR-36712 had synergistic effects

with paclitaxel and doxorubicin in inhibiting proliferation,
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Figure 3 Biological functions, potential clinical application and target genes of piRNAs in cancer. The biological functions, potential clinical application and target genes of

piRNAs in cancer are summarized. Abnormally expressed piRNAs are observed in all kinds of cancer types, including reproductive gynecological oncology, respiration

oncology, gastrointestinal (GI) and digestive cancers, and urinary system tumors, among others. In reproductive gynecological cancers, piRNAs can modulate the

proliferation, apoptosis, invasion, and migration of breast cancer cells probably by targeting Latexin or GPAT2, which are associated with TNM stage, OS, RFS in clinic.

piRNAs in prostate cancer may used as diagnostic biomarkers, while piRNAs in cervical cancer are associated with OS in clinic. piRNAs function in ovarian cancer may target

NUDT4 or MTREIF2S3, while piRNAs function in TGCT may through TDRD1. In respiration system tumors, piRNAs can regulate lung cancer cell proliferation, apoptosis,

invasion and migration via p-ERM, caspase-3, Akt/mTOR, among others. In gastrointestinal (GI) and digestive cancers, piRNAs in gastric cancer regulate cell proliferation and

cell cycle, and are associated with TNM stage, OS, RFS in clinic. Colorectal cancer cell proliferation, apoptosis and cell cycle can also be regulated by piRNAs through HSF1,

BTG1 and FAS; and be associated with TNM stage and RFS. In liver cancer, piRNAs modulate cell proliferation and invasion by targeting p-AKTand VEGF signaling pathways,

while piRNAs may have the clinic value of diagnostic biomarkers in pancreatic cancer. piRNAs can modulate bladder cancer cell proliferation, apoptosis and colony formation

via TNFSF4. piRNAs have connection with tumor metastasis, TNM stage, OS, RFS and TFS in kidney cancer.

Abbreviations: GPAT2, glycerol-3-phosphate acyltransferase-2; OS, overall survival; piRNA, PIWI-interacting RNA; RFS, recurrence-free survival; TFS, tumor-free survival;

TGCT, testicular germ cell tumor; VEGF, vascular endothelial growth factor.
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invasion, and migration in breast cancer cells.55 Overall,

piRNAs modulate intracellular signaling to control diverse

cellular processes, including proliferation, invasion,migration,

apoptosis, and stemness. The above-mentioned studies indi-

cate the involvement of piRNAs in breast cancer. However,

the detailed role of piRNAs in breast tumors remains to be

thoroughly examined.

piRNAs in lung cancer
Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer-related death in

the world. There are two main groups of lung cancer,

namely non-small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and small-

cell lung cancer (SCLC), with the former comprising

nearly 85% of lung cancer cases and the latter approxi-

mately 15% of cases. Aberrant piRNA expression is asso-

ciated with proliferation and metastasis, and may act as

a potential diagnostic marker and provide therapeutic tar-

gets in lung cancer. piR-55490 could suppress lung cancer

growth in vitro and in vivo, and was negatively associated

with patient survival.61 piR-L-163 was the most com-

monly downregulated piRNA in NSCLC compared to the

corresponding non-tumor lung tissues,62 while other stu-

dies have confirmed the upregulation of piR-651 in lung

cancer cells.70–82 In addition, other piRNAs, such as piR-

35127 and piR-46545, were downregulated, while piR-

34871 and piR-52200 were increased in lung cancer tis-

sues and cells.72 Enforced expression of piR-55490 inhib-

ited cell proliferation, while silencing of piR-55490 led to

proliferation being promoted in vitro and in vivo.

Moreover, piR-55490 was shown to bind the 3ʹ-UTR of

mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) mRNA and

induce the degradation of mTOR in a mechanism similar

to miRNA.61

piRNAs are associated with lung cancer cell prolifera-

tion, apoptosis, invasion, metastasis, and chemoresistance to

cisplatin (CDDP)-based chemotherapy, and have connec-

tions with clinical features in lung cancers. Distinctive

piRNA/piRNA-L expression patterns are observed between

human bronchial epithelial (HBE) and NSCLC cells.

piRNA-like-163 (piR-L-163), the most downregulated

piRNA-L in NSCLC cells, binds directly to p-ERM. The

piR-L-163/p-ERM interaction is critical for p-ERM’s bind-

ing capability to filamentous actin (F-actin) and ERM-

binding phosphoprotein-50 (EBP50), which is critical for

regulating the migration and invasion of lung cancer cells.

Thus, piRNA/piRNA-L may play a regulatory role through

direct interaction with proteins in physiological and patho-

physiological conditions.62 piR-651 regulates a number of

biological functions, as well as carcinogenesis. piR-651

potentially regulates tumorigenic behavior by inhibiting cell

proliferation, migration, and invasion, and inducing apopto-

sis through altering the expressions of the apoptosis-

associated proteins cyclin D1 and CDK4 in NSCLC cells.80

Similar observation and conclusion were reported in another

study.81 piR-35127, piR-46545, piR-34871, and piR-52200

regulated proliferation and colony formation in normal as

well as lung cancer cells, suggesting that these novel piRNAs

play a potential role in regulating lung cell transformation

and tumorigenesis.72 piRNA-likes (piR-Ls), a novel type of

functional sncRNA, play key roles in chemoresistance to

CDDP-based chemotherapy in lung squamous cell carci-

noma (LSCC). The sensitivity of LSCC to CDDP was

enhanced by silencing piR-L-138 both in vivo and in vitro.

The increased expression of piR-L-138 was observed in

LSCC cells and tumors from patient-derived xenograft mod-

els upon CDDP-based chemotherapy. Moreover, piR-L-138

directly interacted with proto-oncogene p60-Murine

Double Minute 2 (MDM2) and reversed the CDDP-

activated apoptosis in p53-mutated LSCC cells.83 Overall,

piRNAs can be used as biomarkers for prognosis, diagnosis,

and clinical evaluation, and probably serve as novel thera-

peutic targets and biomarkers for lung cancer treatment.

piRNAs in gastric cancer
Gastric cancer (GC) is one of the leading causes of cancer-

related deaths in the world and is especially prevalent in Asia.

Accumulated evidence has elucidated the important roles of

piRNAs in GC in recent years. Several reports have investi-

gated the correlation between piRNAs and GC. piR-651 and

piR-823 are the most well-understood piRNAs in GC andmay

be valuable biomarkers with high sensitivity and specificity for

detecting GC and distinguishing between different types of

GC. Researchers have demonstrated the potential clinical sig-

nificance of piRNAs in GC.84 The peripheral blood levels of

piR-651 and piR-823 in patients with GC were significantly

lower than that in healthy controls, and piR-823 was asso-

ciated with stage and metastasis.84 In addition, increased

expression of piR-823 inhibited GC growth both in vitro and

in vivo, indicating tumor-suppressive properties.85 However,

the opposite findings were reported in another study.70 Thus,

the true role of this piRNA remains to be determined. In

addition, there are other aberrantly expressed piRNAs in GC,

which are associated with clinical features. FR004819 was

reported to be positively associated with poor patient survival

in GC.19 piR-59056, piR-32105, and piR-58099, which are

highly expressed inGC,were involved in the development and
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recurrence of GC. Moreover, the expression of FR222326,

FR290353, FR064000, and FR387750/FR157678 was asso-

ciated with OS and recurrence-free survival (RFS).86 These

findings suggest an important role for piRNAs as promising

diagnostic markers and therapeutic targets of GC. Overall,

there is limited knowledge about the association between

piRNAs and GC biology, particularly the mechanisms under-

lying this effect. Thus, more effort is warranted to identify

more piRNAs and to understand the role of piRNAs in GC

biology and their potential clinical applications.

piRNAs in hepatocellular carcinoma
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth leading

cause of cancer death in men and eighth leading cause

of death in women in the USA. Several piRNAs have

been reported to be dysregulated in HCC and associated

with HCC occurrence and development through differ-

ent signaling pathways and mechanisms, thereby provid-

ing new insights into the tumorigenesis of HCC. The

upregulated expression of piR-651 has been reported in

several cancer types, including HCC.70 It was reported

that piR-32299, piR-23670, piR-24684, piR-28488, and

piR-7239 were upregulated, while piR-952, piR-820,

piR-28525, piR-5938, and piR-5937 were downregu-

lated in HCC tissues. These results suggest that publicly

available data can be a useful resource for the identifi-

cation of sncRNAs, including piRNAs, in HCC progres-

sion, and that a data-mining approach is important for

biomarker development.87 Combined bioinformatic and

biological analyses revealed that piR-Hep1 was highly

expressed in HCC compared with the corresponding

adjacent non-tumor tissues, and silencing of piR-Hep1

inhibited cell viability, motility, and invasiveness

through inactivation of PI3K-Akt signaling, suggesting

an oncogenic role for piR-Hep1–PIWIL2 complexes in

HCC.88 The expressions of piRNAs, such as

Hsa_piR_013306, hsa_piR_00823, hsa_piR_020498,

and piR_LLi_30552, were increased in HCC, and func-

tional analysis indicated that these piRNAs can target

p53, PI3K/Akt, high mobility group box-1 (HMGB1),

PTEN, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor signal-

ing pathways, which are involved in hepatocarcinogen-

esis and the development of HCC.89 Overall, the limited

results indicate that piRNAs represent a new player in

HCC occurrence and development, and a potential prog-

nostic factor that could have diagnostic and therapeutic

implications in HCC.

piRNAs in colorectal cancer
Being a major public health burden, colorectal cancer (CRC)

is one of the most commonly diagnosed cancers and the

major cause of cancer-related death in the world. Aberrant

piRNAs are observed in CRC, and are associated with pro-

liferation, cell cycle, and apoptosis, as well as clinical fea-

tures in CRC. For example, upregulation of piR-651 was

confirmed in colon cancer tissues.70 piR-015551 expression

was significantly lower in CRC tissues than in normal tissues,

and was positively correlated with the lncRNA LNC009643

expression, which included the piR-015551 sequence.90

Large-scale piRNA expression profiling was performed

using Illumina® small RNA sequencing in blood serum

samples from 403 colon cancer patients and 276 healthy

donors. The study found that 31 piRNAs were deregulated

in serum of cancer patients compared with healthy donors

and that the levels of piR-5937 and piR-28876 may play

a role in differentiating between cancer patients and healthy

donors, with high sensitivity and specificity.91 piR-hsa

-25447, piR-hsa-23992, and piR-hsa-1043 were upregulated,

while piR-hsa-28876 was downregulated in CRC tissues.92

piR-019825 contributed independently toward discriminat-

ing colon cancer patients from controls.93 In addition, piR-

823 was significantly increased in the CRC tissues compared

with the adjacent tissues. Inhibition of piR-823 suppressed

cell proliferation, cell-cycle arrest, and induced cell apoptosis

by targeting heat-shock protein (HSP) 27, 60, and 70 in CRC

cells. Moreover, piR-823 increased the transcriptional activ-

ity of HSF1, the common transcription factor of HSPs,

through binding to HSF1 and activating the phosphorylation

at Ser326. This highlighted the potential therapeutic target of

piR-823 in CRC.94 Based upon piRNA:mRNA sequence

complementarities, a panel of tumor suppressor genes was

identified as direct targets of piR-1245, and an inverse corre-

lation between their expression and piR-1245 in CRC was

observed. This identified the role of piR-1245 as a novel

oncogene and a potential prognostic biomarker in CRC.95

Overall, the precise mechanisms of the interaction between

piRNAs and relevant targets merit further investigation. The

studies summarized herein have identified the different roles

for a piRNA acting as a novel oncogene or tumor suppressor,

and a potential prognostic biomarker in CRC. With the help

of available tumor samples with extensive clinical annota-

tions and improved profiling platforms, more novel CRC-

related piRNAs could be identified, which will further update

our knowledge on the mechanistic and prognostic roles of

piRNAs in CRC.
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piRNAs in renal cell carcinoma
Renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is a major human malignancy.

About 30% of newly diagnosed cases have evidence of

metastases at diagnosis. Understanding the molecular

mechanisms of RCC metastasis and finding biomarkers

for early prediction may help to guide more appropriate

treatment and to develop target-specific molecular thera-

pies. Aberrant piRNA expression is observed in RCC, and

is associated with proliferation and metastasis in RCC. By

deep sequencing 24 frozen benign kidney and clear-cell

renal cell carcinoma (ccRCC) specimens, and using the

publicly available piRNA database, 19 piRNAs were

found to be differentially expressed in these 24 specimens,

and upregulation of piR-32051, piR-39894, and piR-43607

was highly associated with ccRCC metastasis, clinical

stage, and poor cancer-specific survival.96 piR-823 expres-

sion was downregulated in tumor specimens using a qRT-

PCR assay, and was found to be positively correlated with

worse outcome, indicating its complex role in RCC

pathogenesis.97 Researchers identified 235 upregulated

and 369 downregulated piRNAs from 106 ccRCC patient

samples by piRNA microarray, and found that piR-38756

and piR-30924 were upregulated, while piR-57125 was

downregulated in metastatic primary tumors and bone

metastases compared with non-metastatic primary

tumors.98 piR-32051, piR-39894, and piR-43607 were

found to be derived from a piRNA cluster at chromosome

17 and belonged to metastasis-related piRNAs, which

were highly associated with tumor stage, metastasis, and

short patient survival in a 68-case formalin-fixed and par-

affin-embedded ccRCC tissue cohort.96 Expression levels

of piR-823 were deregulated in tumor tissues, blood

serum, and urine of patients with RCC. There was

a significant reduction of piR-823 in tumor tissues, while

the expression of piR-823 was significantly higher in

blood serum and urine in patients with RCC compared to

healthy individuals. Higher levels of piR-823 in tumor

tissues were associated with shorter disease-free survival

of patients; however, unsatisfactory analytical perfor-

mance was observed in blood serum samples. Thus, the

complex role of piRNAs in RCC pathogenesis still needs

to be elucidated.97 The higher expression of piR-30924

and piR-38756, and the lower expression of piR-57125, in

metastatic primary ccRCC were significantly associated

with recurrence and OS. Multivariate Cox regression ana-

lyses showed that piR-30924 and piR-57125 acted as

independent prognostic biomarkers in combination with

clinical and pathological factors.98 Further study of

piRNAs may help researchers to understand the mechan-

isms of RCC metastasis and progression.

piRNAs in head and neck squamous cell

carcinoma
Head and neck squamous cell carcinoma (HNSCC) repre-

sents the sixth most deadly cancer worldwide. Despite

advances in diagnosis and treatment, the mortality of

patients with HNSCC has improved minimally in recent

years. Aberrant expression of piRNAs is observed in

HNSCC. The specific piRNAs have connection with clin-

ical features and the piRNA expression patterns are asso-

ciated with human papillomavirus (HPV) status and HPV

type, indicating the potential value of piRNA in assessing

HNSCC patient prognosis. Analysis of piRNA levels in

HNSCC and non-malignant tissues revealed distinct

expression patterns. The expression of specific piRNAs is

deregulated in HNSCC, and changes with both HPV status

and type. Importantly, five piRNAs, FR018916,

FR140858, FR197104, FR237180, and FR298757, in

which expression in HPV-positive HNSCC tumors was

associated with worse OS, highlighted the potential utility

of piRNAs in patient management.99 Similarly, an expres-

sion pattern for a panel of 41 piRNAs could be used to

differentiate between HPV-positive and HPV-negative

HNSCC samples, with 11 of them being overexpressed

distinctively in HPV-16- or HPV-18-induced tumors.

Among them, piR-35953, piR-36984, piR-39592, piR-

36715, and piR-305065 were associated with OS.100

NONHSAT123636 and NONHSAT113708 were reported

to be directly associated with tumor stage, and

NONHSAT067200 in smoking-related HNSCC was linked

to patient survival.101 Researchers identified a panel of 30

HPV-dysregulated piRNAs between HPV-16-positive

HNSCC and HPV-negative normal samples from RNA-

sequencing data sets from TCGA, and NONHSAT077364,

NONHSAT102574, and NONHSAT128479 were later ver-

ified in vitro in HPV-positive cancer cells and HPV-

negative normal cells, indicating a potential role for these

piRNAs in the pathogenesis and progression of

HNSCC.102

Researchers have also explored the mechanisms of action

of piRNAs on HNSCC. One study found that piR-34736

correlated with PRDM9 mutation and decreased Bax/Bcl2

ratio, and induced vimentinin expression in UMSCC-10B
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and HN-30 cells.103 Others found that several piRNAs

altered PIWIL1 protein expression and correlated with geno-

mic alterations common to smoking-related HNSCC, such as

TP53mutation, TP53-3p co-occurrence, and 3q26, 8q24, and

11q13 amplification. This provided novel insights into the

etiology-specific piRNA landscape of smoking-induced

HNSC.101 Overall, rigorous studies on piRNA are lacking,

with limited knowledge on their functionality in HPV-

induced HNSCC or mechanistic involvement in malignant

transformation. The expression of specific piRNAs is deregu-

lated in HNSCC, and changes with HPV status and HPV type

prompt investigation of piRNA dysregulation in HPV-related

HNSCC. This highlights the potential value of piRNAs in

patient management, introduces new insight into their role in

the pathogenesis of HNSCC, and implicates a novel panel of

piRNAs with potential utility as prognostic markers and

therapeutic targets.

piRNAs in other cancer types
The expression of piR-651 was found to be increased in

cervical cancer cells.70 FR090905 improved overall survi-

val, while FR027884 was associated with poor patient out-

come in cervical cancer, as reported by researchers via

analysis of more than 6,000 human piRNA transcriptomes

derived from cervical cancer tissues and non-malignant

tissue.19 Following the overexpression of HILI, the retro-

transposon elements LINE1 and LINE1-associated small

RNAs were decreased in HeLa cells.104 piR-49322 was

observed to locate in the nucleolus and around the periphery

of the nuclear membrane in HeLa cells using an in situ

hybridization assay, which was consistent with the report

that mature piRNAs were generated in a germline-specific

perinuclear structure and then imported into the nucleus in

the form of PIWI–piRNA complexes.105 piR-017061 was

dramatically reduced in pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma

compared to tissues from normal pancreas.106 piR-52207

and piR-33733 were upregulated in ovarian cancer, and

modulated processes and key signaling pathways in ovarian

oncogenesis.107 piRNA DQ594040 was the most downre-

gulated piRNA and overexpression of DQ594040 inhibited

proliferation and colony formation, and promoted cell

apoptosis by increasing the expression of tumor necrosis

factor superfamily-4 (TNFSF4) in bladder cancer cells.

About 106 piRNAs were upregulated, while 91 were down-

regulated in three bladder cancer tissues via piRNA micro-

array assays used to investigate global piRNA

expression.108 Among them, piRABC was the most upre-

gulated piRNA, which regulated cell proliferation and

colony formation, and promoted cell apoptosis in bladder

cancer cells through TNFSF4. piR-823 acted in an onco-

genic role and was upregulated in multiple myeloma (MM)

patients and MM cells, and correlated with poor prognosis.

piR-823 could promote MM by directly regulating DNA

methyltransferases 3A and 3B (DNMT3A, DNMT3B) to

increase global methylation. piR-598 impacted cell survival

and promoted cell proliferation in glioma.109 It was

reported that PIWIL1–piRNA-DQ593109 complexes were

overexpressed in glioma endothelial cells, and increased

blood–tumor barrier permeability by regulating the

lncRNA maternally expressed-3 (MEG3)/miR-330-5p/

runt-related transcription factor-3 (RUNX3) regulatory

loop.110 In leukemia cells, overexpression of CDKN2B-

related piRNA hsa_piR_011186 promoted cell-cycle pro-

gression and inhibited apoptosis.111 These effects were

probably mediated by the piRNA complex of cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitor-2B (CDKN2B)-related piRNA

that were associated with DNMT1 and/or enhancer of zeste

homolog-2 (EZH2) to modulate the methylation of DNA

and H3 in the promoter region of the CDKN2B gene, high-

lighting epigenetic modifications on the promoter of cell-

cycle regulating gene.111 Several piRNAs were aberrantly

expressed in testicular germ cell tumors (TGCTs). Reduced

expression of the piRNAs DQ598918, DQ589977, and

DQ601609 was observed in both seminoma and non-

seminoma tumors.112 piR-004172, piR-006113, and piR-

007509 were shown to be downregulated in TGCT com-

pared to the normal testis by small RNA sequencing.113

These results facilitate our understanding of the functions

and roles of piRNAs in cancer cell proliferation, metastasis,

and invasion. Also, as biomarkers for clinical application,

piRNAs have the advantage of short size, enabling them to

pass through cell membranes easily without being degraded

like long RNAs, and are easily detectable in serum and

other samples of patients. It have been reported that

piRNAs in these samples from patients with CRC and

other cancers were dysregulated.93 Therefore, further effort

in this area is expected to improve our understanding of the

diagnosis and management of human cancers includ-

ing CRC.

Therapeutic insights into piRNAs
Beyond the role of piRNAs as biomarkers, studies have

also demonstrated their potential role as therapeutic tools.

It has been reported that artificial piRNAs, generated

through the expression of sense and antisense transcripts,

were sufficient to induce epigenetic silencing of the target
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gene in a mouse model,114 highlighting the potential of

piRNAs as clinical therapeutic targets. According to the

characteristics of piRNAs, several therapeutic strategies

could be designed. The most appealing strategy involves

using synthetic piRNAs, which could block the synthesis

of cancer-related proteins by binding to mRNAs like

miRNAs. This has the advantage of not requiring proces-

sing by enzymes, such as Dicer, required by miRNAs.115

Another speculative advantage of piRNAs over miRNAs

is the possibility of targets with better specificity, since

each miRNA regulates several mRNAs.115 piRNAs may

directly regulate the expression of PIWI. Studies demon-

strated that inhibition of PIWI proteins could inhibit cell

proliferation and the cell cycle, and induce apoptosis, and

PIWI proteins were negatively associated with patient

OS.116,117 Moreover, PIWI can increase resistance to

chemotherapy such as cisplatin.118,119 Thus, an alterna-

tive strategy for treatment based on piRNAs is to design

specific piRNAs to bind PIWI proteins; in this way,

piRNAs could silence PIWI genes at the transcriptional

level and block the harmful outcomes. Silencing PIWI

proteins and piRNAs acted as oncogenes in cancer or

overexpression of piRNAs acted as tumor suppressors

can alter the recruitment of epigenetic factors, thereby

influencing the progression of cancer. It is becoming

clear that piRNAs are involved in tumorigenesis and

tumor development. Dysregulation of piRNAs is

involved in cancer cell proliferation, invasiveness, and

malignant cell transformation through transcriptional,

post-transcriptional, and epigenetic regulatory mechan-

isms. Modulating the expression of piRNAs may reverse

these phenotypes. While the exact mechanism remains to

be determined, it is likely that piRNAs interact with

mRNAs through complementary sequences, leading to

degradation or inhibition of translation of mRNA.

While investigations into therapeutic methods based on

piRNAs are still in the early stages, more therapeutic

achievements could be reached in the future with an

increased understanding of the mechanisms and functions

of piRNAs in cancer.

Conclusion and future perspectives
piRNAs are gaining increased attention with the devel-

opment of high-throughput sequencing and bioinfor-

matic technologies. In particular, piRNAs have

emerged as a highly promising area of study given

their gene-regulatory function in both the nucleus and

the cytoplasm. While there is still incomplete

understanding of the functions and interactions of

piRNAs and PIWI, the biogenesis and functions of

piRNAs need further elucidation to improve our under-

standing of their role in the development of diverse

diseases, especially in cancers. At present, piRNA has

been recognized to express aberrantly in a cancer-

specific manner across a variety of tumor types,

although the oncogenic or tumor-suppressing mechan-

isms of piRNAs still need to be explored. It is also

crucial to explore the underlying molecular mechanism

by which dysregulation of piRNAs is involved in

tumorigenesis. Although numerous studies have

demonstrated that piRNAs are dysregulated in cancers

and may serve as a novel diagnostic biomarker and

therapeutic target for cancer, challenges exist which

hinder the immediate clinical application of piRNAs.

First, the choice of samples for comparison with tumor

tissues is controversial and debatable. Some research-

ers preferred the use of tumor-adjacent normal tissues,

as they were scored for the presence of tumor

cells,120,121 while others insisted that there was

a neighboring effect of tumors on these tissues in

cancers such as prostate and breast cancer.122–124 One

study125 found that a number of genes were activated

in the tumor-adjacent mucosa similarly to the tumor

tissues in CRC, while they were inactivated in normal

tissues, indicating large differences between the tumor-

adjacent and normal tissues. Second, handling of large

amounts of data is difficult and challenging. However,

a large number of piRNAs may be rare or expressed at

a low level, and a single count could result in technical

artifacts. Thus, The use of piRNAs as therapeutic tools

also raises challenges. Nevertheless, understanding of

piRNAs' complex interactions will provide many novel

interventions in both medical discovery and clinical

practice. In the future, more piRNAs will be identified

and the mechanistic role of piRNAs in tumor biology

is expected to provide novel insights into their role in

cancer, bringing them into the clinical arena for diag-

nosis, prognosis, and therapeutics in cancer patients.
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